The Euler equation has been accepted as the basic postulate of stellar physics long before the plasma physics was developed. The existence of electrical interaction between particles of interstellar plasma poses the question, how this interaction must be accounted for. We argue that the right way is in formulation of a new postulate. On the base of the new postulate, the theory of a hot star interior is developed. Using this theory we obtain the distribution of stars over their masses and mass-radius, mass-temperature and mass-luminosity dependencies. All these theoretical predictions are in a good agreement with the known measurement data, which confirms the validity of the new postulate.
Introduction
The astrophysics uses the Euler equation
as its basic postulate at a stellar interior balance description. It contends that a gravity force acting on substance inside star are balanced by induced pressure gradient. During a long time this claim seemed so obvious that nobody doubted its applicability to the description of stellar substance equilibrium. Later on, as the plasma physics has been developed, one could see that the particles of stellar substance were possessing not only masses but also electrical charges. The gravity can induce a redistribution of electrical charges in plasma inside a star, i.e. produce an electric polarization of plasma. The existence of this polarization must be taken into account by formulating the equilibrium condition of stellar interior. The force acting in a polarized substance is proportional to its polarization P and gradient P [2] . So the equilibrium equation taking into account this force has the form:
The Eq.(1) describes the balance of non-polarized matter. One could suppose that under certain conditions the equilibrium of plasma in a star can be reached in another way, when a gravity force is balanced by an induced electrical force. Therefore, instead of the Eq.(1) we postulate an alternative solution of this problem:
The electrodynamic says that an electrical polarization can be described as an appropriate bonded charge distribution
and the equilibrium equation in this case can be formulated as
where the intensity E is determined by equation:
It was calculated before [1] that the equilibrium equation Eq. (5) can be realized at condition of very high temperature and density of plasma only, i.e. in a central region of a star. As the gradient of pressure is absent at the equilibrium condition (Eq. (5)), it is not difficult to conclude that a core with a constant particle (electron) density in plasma [1] η⋆ = 16 9π
at constant temperature
must be placed in centrum of a star. Its mass must be equal to [1] M = 1.5
where
33 g is the Chandrasekhar mass, A and Z are the averaged mass and charge numbers of atomic nuclei from which the plasma is composed, rB is the Bohr radius, mp is the proton mass. The radius of a star core
must be equal approximately to 1/10 of an external radius R0 of a star. It can be seen, that all main parameters of a star core are depending on a chemical composition (A/Z and Z + 1) of its plasma only. A substance in region above a star core must be three order of magnitude more rarefied. This region can be named as an atmosphere of a star.
A testing of the validity of a fundamental postulate of a theory is a standard procedure which was developed by the scientific community since G.Galileo: the laws must by formulated by means of standard mathematical methods on the base of the tested postulate. Then one must check empirically that the Nature "obeys" these laws and as result to confirm the validity of the fundamental postulate. In our case on a base of the postulate (Eq.(3)) (or in a more convenient form Eq. (5)), the theoretical conclusions about main characteristics of a star core have been deduced (Eq. (7),Eq.(8),Eq.(9), Eq. (10)). But the astronomers cannot measure the internal characteristic of stars directly. They can measure under some condition the integral and surface characteristics of stars -masses, radii, surface temperatures, luminosities. To have the possibility to compare theoretical predictions with measured characteristics of stars, we must calculate corresponding parameters of a star atmosphere. The solution is possible if one considers a stationary stable state of a star as its equilibrium one. A hot star generates an energy continuously and radiates it from its surface. This radiation is non-equilibrium relatively to a star, but it can be stationary stable. The substance of a star can be considered to have an equilibrium state in adiabatic conditions because the existing exchange of energy between the radiation subsystem and the subsystem of substance is permanent and doesn't induce an alteration of state of the substance. Hence the description of a state of a star substance can be based on a consideration of an equilibrium condition of a hot plasma or, in the first approximation, on a consideration of an equilibrium of an ideal gas in adiabatic conditions.
2 The equilibrium state of substance of a star interior and stellar masses An ideal gas in a volume without gravitation exists in equilibrium state at a pressure equalization, i.e. at an equalization of temperature T and particle density n over volume. The constancy of chemical potential µ is mandatory requirement of this equilibrium state.
If a different parts of a system have different temperatures in an equilibrium state, the mandatory requirement of equilibrium adds up to [2] :
As thermodynamical (statistical) part of chemical potential of an ideal gas [2] :
the density of ideal gas in equilibrium state must depend on temperature
The chemical potential of a system at gravity action [2] 
where EG is the gravitational energy of particle. Hence the equilibrium state needs a fulfilment of additional condition:
(where m is the mass of a particle, Mr is the mass of star substance inside spherical volume with radius r, Tr is the temperature on this surface) or
If we suppose that temperature inside star behaves as a power with exponent x, its value on the radius r
and accordingly the particle density
From Eq. (16), at equalizing of the exponent at r in the left and right parts, one obtains x = 4, i.e.
and
Hence the mass of star atmosphere
is equal to mass of its core (accurate to
, where m ′ is the mass of star plasma related to one electron. This claim is in a good agreement with measurement data of Sun properties. The core mass of the Sun was calculated before [6] on a base of data of measurement of natural frequencies of seismical sunny oscillations [5] . According to this data the core mass of the Sun equals to 9.6 10 32 g (it is 0.48 mass of the Sun), i.e. for the Sun MA ≈ M really.
As a result the full mass of a star
depends of the ratio A/Z only, and for comparison this estimation with measurement data we need the chemical composition of distant stars, which is unknown. But some predictions in this direction are possible. At first, there must be no stars with masses exceeding the Sun mass more than one and a half orders, because it corresponds to the limiting mass of stars consisting from hydrogen with A/Z = 1. Secondly, though the neutronization process makes neutron-excess nuclei stable, there is no reason to suppose that stars with A/Z which are essentially larger than few units (and with mass almost in hundred times less than hydrogen stars) can exist. Thus, the theory predicts that the whole mass spectrum of Figure 1: The mass distribution of binary stars [7] . On abscissa, the logarithm of the star mass over the Sun mass is shown. Solid lines mark masses agree with selected values of A/Z from Eq. (22) stellar masses must be placed in the interval from few tenth up to approximately 25 solar masses. These predictions are verified by measurements quite exactly. The mass distribution of binary stars is shown on Fig.1 [7] . (Using of this data is caused by the fact that only the measurement of parameters of the binary star rotation gives the possibility to determine their masses with satisfactory accuracy). Besides, one can see the presence of separate pikes for stars with A/Z = 3; 4; 5... and with A/Z = 3/2 on Fig.1 . The stars with A/Z = 2 are observed too, but they don't form a separate peak on this histogram. It was mentioned above, that the chemical composition of the sunny core can be calculated [6] on base of the measurement data of natural seismic oscillations of the sunny surface [5] . This calculation shows that the core of the Sun is basically consisting from hellium-10 (A/Z=5). This is in full agreement with its position on histogram Fig.(1) .
The mass-radius ratio
In according with the virial theorem [2, 3] , the full energy of a particle inside a star must be equal to its kinetic energy with sign minus:
In this case the heat capacity at a constant volume (per particle over Boltzman constant k) by definition is
The negative heat capacity of stellar substance is not surprising. It is a known fact which was discussed in Landau-Lifshitz course [2] . The own heat capacity of each particle of the star substance is positive. One obtains the negative heat capacity taking into account the gravitational interaction between particles. The definition of the heat capacity of an ideal gas particle at permanent pressure [2] cp = cv + 1 (25) gives
and the adiabatic exponent
Supposing that a stellar atmosphere is adiabatic, we can use the Poisson adiabat definition [ 
and obtain P R0 = const.
From pressure averaged over star volume
we obtain desired relation between mass and radius of a star:
Simultaneously the observational data of masses, of radii and their temperatures was obtained by astronomers for close binary stars. For convenience of readers, the data of these measurements for 100 stars from 50 close pairs are gathered in Table 1 in Appendix of this article. The dependence of radii of these stars over these masses is shown on Fig.2 in twice logarithmic scale. The solid line shows the result of fitting of measurement data R ∼ M 0.68 . It is close to theoretical dependence R ∼ M 2/3 (Eq.31) which is shown by the dotted line. 
The mass-temperature and mass-luminosity relations
According to Eq.20 the temperature on the star surface
Taking into account the characteristics of the star core (Eq.8)-(Eq.10) and (Eq.31), we obtain a relation for main parameters of star atmosphere
If we suppose as above that a star atmosphere is in adiabatic conditions, its averaged parameters can be related by the Poisson adiabat equation [2] :
The averaged temperature of a star atmosphere can be obtained by integrating over its volume:
Averaged parameters of substance inside a star atmosphere can be described by the ideal gas law
where averaged particle density into atmosphere
Taking into account (Eq.21) and (Eq.9), full number particles into atmosphere 
Taking into account (Eq.31) and (Eq.40) it can be expressed as
This dependence is shown in Fig.( 
Conclusion
It can be seen that the theoretically obtained dependencies describing the star mass distribution and mass-radius, mass-temperature and massluminosity relations are in a good agreement with measurement data. These theoretical results together with dependencies explaining the velocity of the periastron rotation of close binary stars [4] and explaining the spectrum of seismical oscillations of the Sun [6] are composing a practically full set of theoretical predictions that can by checked by a comparison with the measurement data. 
